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Gravity theory based on current algebra is formulated. The gauge principle rather
than the general covariance combined with the equivalence principle plays the pivotal
role in the formalism, and the latter principles are derived as a consequence of the
theory. In this approach, it turns out that gauging the Poincaré algebra is not
appropriate but gauging the SO(N, M ) algebra gives a consistent theory. This makes
it possible to have Anti-de Sitter and de Sitter space-time by adopting a relation
between the spin connection and the tetrad field. The Einstein equation is a part of
our basic equation for gravity which is written in terms of the spin connection. When
this formalism is applied to the E(11) algebra in which the three-form antisymmetric
tensor is a part of gravity multiplet, we have a current algebra gravity theory based
on M-theory to be applied to cosmology in its classical limit. Without introducing
any other ad-hoc field, we can obtain accelerating universe in the manner of the
“inflating” universe at its early stage.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

There is a long history of formulating gravity as a gauge theory starting from a pioneering
work of Uchiyama [1].1 In many cases, such attempts start with the Einstein-Hilbert action
and rewrite it in terms of spin connection and tetrad both of which are vector fields rather
than tensor, thus making the theory a vector gauge theory. This approach is not satisfactory
in that, though the resulting theory is a vector gauge theory, the general covariance and the
equivalence principle on which the Einstein theory is based are more fundamental than the
gauge principle on which the standard model and its extensions are based. Another question
remains whether the theory can be quantized, since the original action is the same as the
Einstein-Hilbert.
Here we present a completely different approach to this problem, which we call the current algebra formulation of the gravity. We do not assume the Einstein-Hilbert action but
eventually derive the Einstein equation in its quantum form based on the gauge principle
but neither on general covariance nor on equivalence principle. Our formulation is quantum
from the beginning and all the fields are q-numbers, although we apply our formalism to the
classical case of cosmology.
In another aspect, M-theory was formulated by P. West using the Kac-Moody algebra
E(11) [9–13]. We followed his idea and combined it with the current algebra formulation [14,
15]. Although the current algebra formulation is general and does not have to be combined
with E(11) formulation of the M-theory, it turns out that we obtain interesting cosmological
results in this case.
The next question is: why the current algebra formulation rather than the usual quantum
theory formalism with E(11) symmetry? To answer this question, we refer to the work done
in 1968 by Bardacki, Frishman and Halpern [16].
First remember that, to get the string theory from SU(N) gauge theory, we need to take
the limit N → ∞ with g 2N fixed. Bardacki, Frishman and Halpern [16] proved that the
massive Yang-Mills theory becomes a current algebra theory with current-current energy
momentum tensor, if we take the limit g → 0 and m → 0. This implies that the large N
limit of massive SU(N) gauge theory becomes the current-current theory, if we take m =

m0
N

and N → ∞ with m0 and g 2 N fixed. Therefore, the N → ∞ limit of SU(N) gauge theory
1

See also Ref. [2]. They are followed by Refs. [3–8].
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is in fact the current-current theory presumably with some kind of Kac-Moody symmetry.
This concludes the reason we use the E(11) Kac-Moody current-current theory to describe
the M-theory.

The present work is in a way to clarify and correct some of the concepts used in our
previous studies [14, 15] and to apply the theory formulated in this scheme to cosmology.
We first review the current algebra formulation of gravity theory not necessarily restricted to
E(11) algebra but based on SO(N, M) algebra, and make some changes in the assumption
in the original formulation [14, 15].

We start with the current algebra formulation based on general (Lie or Kac-Moody)
algebra. To each generator GA of the algebra A, there is the corresponding current JµA (x)
that satisfies the commutation relations [17]:




J0A (x), J0B (y)
J0A (x), JnB (y)






 A
Jm (x), JnB (y)

x0 =y0

= if ABC J0C δ(~x − ~y )

(1)

x0 =y0

= if ABC JnC δ(~x − ~y ) + iCδ AB ∂n δ(~x − ~y )

(2)

= 0.

(3)

x0 =y0

for m, n 6= 0. Here, x, y denote the space-time components of local Lorentzian frame of ddimensional Riemannian space-time. The indices µ, ν, . . . run from 0 to d − 1, and m, n, . . .
run from 1 to d − 1. ~x and ~y designate the spatial components of x and y, respectively.

f ABC is the structure constant of the algebra A and is given by
 A B
G , G = if ABC GC ,

tr (GA GB ) = δ AB .

(4)

To understand the current algebra, we can regard it as an extension of Heisenberg commutation relation (by the term iCδ AB ∂n (~x − ~y ) in Eq. (2)) to include the gauge symmetry

algebra or vice versa. The equation of motion for the current JµA (x) is given by the energy
momentum tensor:


1
1
ρ
Θµν (x) =
tr (Ωµ Ων ) − ηµν tr (Ωρ Ω )
C
2


1
1
A
A
ρσ A
A
J (x)Jν (x) − ηµν η Jρ (x)Jσ (x)
=
C µ
2

(5)
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where we take the local Lorentz frame gµν → ηµν = diag.(−1, 1, . . . , 1) and
Ωµ (x) = JµA (x)GA .

(6)

Note that, in our notation, duplicate indices A, B, . . . are summed even if both of them are
upper (or lower) indices.
The energy momentum tensor is constructed to satisfy the Schwinger commutation relation [18] which is the manifestation of local Lorentz invariance:
[Θ00 (x), Θ00 (y)]

x0 =y0

= −i (Θ0m (x) + Θ0m (y)) ∂m δ(~x − ~y ) .

(7)

The equation of motion is given as


−i∂µ JνA (x) = Pµ , JνA (x)

(8)

where
Pµ :=

Z

Θ0µ (x)d~x .

(9)

Then we obtain the following two equations from Eqs. (8) and (9):
A
Fµν
:= DµAB JνB (x) − DνAB JµB (x) = 0

(10)

with
DµAB := δ AB ∂µ −

i ABC C
f
Jµ
2C

(11)

and
∂µ J µA = 0 .

(12)

The most important interpretation of Eqs. (10)–(12) for our purpose is that we can regard
the current JµA (x) as the gauge field itself. Then, we observe that Eq. (10) is gauge covariant
with the usual gauge transformation based on the algebra A. With this observation, Eq. (12)
is the gauge fixing equation (Landau gauge) rather than the dynamical equation. For this
interpretation to be valid, it is important to realize that the affine connection Γνµλ in the
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local Lorentz frame satisfies
η µλ Γνµλ = 0 .

(13)

Therefore, we obtain
Dµ Aµ = Dµ g µρ Aρ = g µρ Dµ Aρ
Local Lorentz frame

−−−−−−−−−−−→


η µρ Dµ Aρ = η µν ∂µ − η µρ Γνµρ Aν = ∂µ Aµ .

(14)

Under this interpretation, we can ignore Eq. (12) if we want to use some other gauge fixing.
The only dynamical equation we have is, therefore, Eq. (10).
This interpretation becomes important when we apply the above method with A to be
SO(N, M) or E(11). In these cases, Eq. (10) is gauge covariant and also general covariant
if we assume the affine connection Γνµλ to be symmetric in µ and λ, i.e., the torsion-less
condition.
In fact, all these geometric variables such as the metric tensor gµν , the affine connection
Γνµλ , and the curvature tensor Rµ νκλ will be defined later in terms of the gauge fields which
appear in Eq. (10).
Since in writing Eq. (7) we take the local Lorentz frame, it is intriguing that we can
obtain Eq. (10) that is automatically general covariant. In this sense the general covariance
is not an input of the theory but the consequence of the gauge principle formulated in the
current algebra. We will show later that the equivalence principle can be also satisfied under
a certain condition, which means that we expect some possibility of its violation when this
condition is not satisfied.
In this paper, we apply the above formalism to
1. A = SO(N, 1) corresponding to pure gravity with positive cosmological constant, and
A = SO(N, 2) which describes the pure gravity with negative cosmological constant
2. A = E(11) with negative and positive cosmological constant in the compactified space
and our (3, 1) space-time, respectively. (As we will see in Sec. V, the cosmological
constant is in fact a time-dependent function.)
We also discuss the cosmological implication in the latter case.
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II.

CURRENT ALGEBRA FOR A = SO(N, 1) OR SO(N − 1, 2)

The generators of the SO(N, 1) algebra are Mab (where a, b = 0, 1, . . . , N) and their
commutation relations are
[Mab , Mcd ] = ηad Mbc − ηac Mbd − ηbd Mac + ηbc Mad .

(15)

The currents corresponding to these generators are defined as
Ωµ (x) = JµA (x)GA = Kµab (x)Mab .

(16)

Then, using Eqs. (1)–(3), the current algebra based on A = SO(N, 1) is given by2
 ab

K0 (x), K0cd (y)
 ab

cd
K0 (x), Km
(y)
 ab

Km (x), Kncd (y)

x0 =y0
x0 =y0

x0 =y0


= η ad K0bc − η ac K0bd − η bd K0ac + η bc K0ad δ(~x − ~y )

bc
bd
ac
ad
= η ad Km
− η ac Km
− η bd Km
+ η bc Km
δ(~x − ~y )

+ iC η ac η bd − η ad η bc ∂m δ(~x − ~y )

= 0.

(17)

The resulting equations of motion are
Dµcd,ab Kνab (x) − Dνcd,ab Kµab (x) = 0 ,

∂ µ Kµab (x) = 0

(18)

where the covariant derivative is defined as
Dµcd,ab := η ca η db ∂µ +


i
η bc Kµda − η da Kµbc .
2C

(19)

By defining the spin connection
ωµab (x) :=

i ab
K (x) ,
C µ

(20)

Equation (18) becomes
c
c
∂µ ωνcd(x) − ∂ν ωµcd (x) + ωµa
(x)ωνad (x) − ωνa
(x)ωµad (x) = 0 .
2

(21)

b c
Note that JµA here includes an antisymmetric tensor Kµab . The structure constant f (ab)(cd) (ef ) = η ad δ[e
δf ] +
(ab)(cd)
ac bd
ad bc
· · · is read off from the commutation relation [Mab , Mcd]. The δ
is defined as η η − η η , since
the indices a, b, . . . denote directions in the (N, 1) flat space-time. When we discuss another algebra A
where JµA includes higher-rank totally antisymmetric tensors, we can define them in a similar way.
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The next question is how we obtain the tetrad eaµ which is necessary to provide a geometrical
interpretation to Eq. (21). We follow Stelle and West [19] for this purpose and define
ωµâN (x) =: κeâµ (x)

(22)

where â = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. This means that Eq. (16) is rewritten as
Ωµ (x) = JµA (x)GA = eâµ (x)Pâ + Kµâb̂ (x)Mâb̂

(23)

where the translation is defined as Pâ := −iκCMâN . The difference from the case of StelleWest [19] is that we are treating A = SO(N, 1) and the Stelle-West is concerned about
SO(3, 2). Consequently, we obtain the positive cosmological constant (de Sitter space),
while Stelle-West obtains the negative one (Anti-de Sitter space). Then Eq. (21) becomes
ˆ

ˆ

ˆ

ˆ

ĉ
ĉ
∂µ ωνĉd (x) − ∂ν ωµĉd (x) + ωµâ
(x)ωνâd (x) − ωνâ
(x)ωµâd (x)




ĉ
dˆ
ĉ
dˆ
ĉ
N dˆ
ĉ
N dˆ
2
2
= κ ωνN (x)ωµ (x) − ωµN (x)ων (x) = κ eµ (x)eν (x) − eν (x)eµ (x)

(24)

and we also have
ĉ
ĉ
∂µ eĉν (x) − ∂ν eĉµ (x) + ωµâ
(x)eâν (x) − ωνâ
(x)eâµ (x) = 0 .

(25)

This can be simply rewritten as
ĉ â
ĉ â
Dµâ
eν (x) − Dνâ
eµ (x) = 0

(26)

ĉ
ĉ
where Dµâ
:= δâĉ ∂µ + ωµâ
.

If we adopt A = SO(N − 1, 2) and define the tetrad just as in Eq. (22): ωµâN = κeâµ (x),
where N stands for one of the directions corresponding to the negative metric sign, all we
obtain is the same as above except an overall negative sign in the right hand side of Eq. (24).
Thus we have the Anti-de Sitter space, just as in the Stelle-West’s case.
The significance of the Stelle-West ansatz [16] is that it gives the origin of the cosmological
constant as the coefficient of the equation which relates the spin connection to the tetrad.
We will generalize this coefficient later as the time-dependent dynamical field and apply it
to cosmology.
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A.

Geometric interpretation

To give the geometric interpretation to our formalism, we define 1. space-time metric, 2.
affine connection, and 3. curvature. We follow the conventional definition in each case.
1. The metric is defined as
gµν := eaµ eνa

(27)

where the tetrad eaµ is defined in terms of the spin connection as in Eq. (22). Note that
the indices a, b, . . . = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 here.
2. The affine connection is defined as
a b
Γνµλ := eνa ∂µ eaλ + ωµb
eλ



(28)

with eνa eaµ = δµν . As is well known, this is equivalent to
c a
c a
D̃µa
eν := Dµa
eν − Γσµλ ecσ = 0 .

(29)

Equation (26) is trivially satisfied by this definition of the affine connection, when we
have the torsion-less condition:
Γσµλ = Γσλµ .

(30)

3. The curvature is defined to be
c
c
c
a
c
a
Rλ σµν := eλc edσ Rc dµν = eλc edσ ∂µ ωνd
− ∂ν ωµd
− ωµa
ωνd
+ ωνa
ωµd

= eλc eσd Dµcd,ab ωνab − Dνcd,ab ωµab .



(31)

Although Dµcd,ab is defined in Eq. (19), we sum over only a, b, . . . = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 here,
since the direction N is used to define the tetrad. As is well known, we can write the
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curvature Rλ σµν entirely in terms of the affine connection Γσµλ or the metric gµν using
above definitions. Using Eqs. (22) and (31), we obtain
Rλ σµν = ±κ2 eλc eσd ecµ edν − ecν edµ



(32)

where + for SO(N, 1) and − for SO(N − 1, 2). The Einstein equation is just the trace
of this equation over λ and µ, then

Rσν := Rµ σµν = ±κ2 eµc eσd ecµ edν − ecν edµ = ±κ2 (N − 1)gσν .
III.

(33)

CURRENT ALGEBRA FOR A = E(11)

The case of A = E(11) corresponds to the M-theory as initiated by P. West [9–13]. The
essential difference from the above cases of SO(N, 1) and SO(N − 1, 2) is that the regular
representation of E(11) contains not just the spin connection but the matter field/current,
notably the Bµabc field/current corresponding to the three-form antisymmetric tensor field
Cµνρ that appears in the low energy action of M-theory. Bµabc is a part of gravity multiplet
belonging to the E(11) regular representation just like spin connection, but it is a matter
field from the viewpoint of SO(10, 1) subgroup of E(11), i.e., the Lorentz group in the (10, 1)
space-time of M-theory. The precise relation between Bµabc and Cµνρ is given in Ref. [15].
Moreover, in addition to the E(11) regular representation, we need another representation
which is called “vector” representation ℓ(1). We assign the tetrad field/current to this
representation. This seems in a way inconsistent with the idea of regarding the tetrad as a
part of the spin connection described in the previous section, and we will discuss it later.
Therefore, we use two kinds of the representation of E(11) to define the currents. One is
the infinite dimensional regular representation which includes the SO(10, 1) generators Mab
and the antisymmetric tensor operator Sabc . The commutation relations among them are
[Mab , Mcd ] = ηad Mbc − ηac Mbd − ηbd Mac + ηbc Mad

[Mab , Scde ] = 3 ηb[c Sde]a − ηa[c Sde]b
[a

c]

[S abc , Sdef ] = −36δ[d δeb Mf ] .

(34)
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The corresponding currents are defined as
Ωµ (x) = JµA (x)GA = Kµab (x)Mab + Bµabc (x)Sabc

(35)

and the corresponding fields/currents satisfy the following commutation relations [14, 15]:
 ab

K0 (x), K0cd (y)
 ab

cd
K0 (x), Km
(y)
 ab

Km (x), Kncd (y)


x0 =y0
x0 =y0
x0 =y0

B0abc (x), B0,def (y)



 abc

B0 (x), Bm,def (y)
 abc

Bm (x), Bn,def (y)








d]b
d]a
= 2 η a[c K0 − η b[c K0 δ(~x − ~y )

d]b
d]a
= 2 η a[c Km
− η b[c Km
δ(~x − ~y ) + 2iCη a[c η d]b ∂m δ(~x − ~y )
=0

[a

c]

[a

c]

x0 =y0

= −36δ[d δeb K0,f ] δ(~x − ~y )

x0 =y0

a b c
= −36δ[d δeb Km,f ] δ(~x − ~y ) + 6iCδ[d
δe δf ] ∂m δ(~x − ~y )

x0 =y0

B0abc (x), Kµde (y)
K0de (x), Bµabc (y)
abc
Bm
(x), Knde (y)







=0

x0 =y0
x0 =y0
x0 =y0

(36)

(37)


= 3 η d[a Bµbc]e − η e[aBµbc]d δ(~x − ~y )

= −3 η d[a Bµbc]e − η e[a Bµbc]d δ(~x − ~y )
= 0.

(38)

The notation is such that µ, ν, . . . = 0, 1, . . . , 10 and m, n, . . . = 1, . . . , 10 for the curved
space-time, while a, b, . . . are the flat space indices which run over 0, 1, . . . , 10. We also note
that the constant C has the dimension of (length)−9 and the fields/currents Kµab , Bµabc , eaµ , . . .
have dimension (length)−10 .
In addition, we define the currents which correspond to the operators belonging to the
ℓ(1), or the vector representation of E(11). They include the translation Pa and the commutation relations are
[Mab , Pc ] = ηcb Pa − ηca Pb
[Sabc , Pd ] = 0 .

(39)

Then the definition of the currents (35) is modified as
Ωµ (x) = JµA (x)GA = eaµ (x)Pa + Kµab (x)Mab + Bµabc (x)Sabc

(40)
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where eaµ is regarded as the elfbein in constructing the gravity equation, and the commutation
relations for these fields/currents are given as
 ab

K0 (x), ecµ (y)
 ab

Km (x), ecn (y)
 abc

Bµ (x), edν (y)

x0 =y0
x0 =y0
x0 =y0


= η cb eaµ − η ca ebµ δ(~x − ~y )
=0

= 0.

(41)

In writing the commutators among elfbein eaµ (or translation Pa ), there are two choices:
using the Poincaré algebra SO(10, 1) × T11 (translation) or the SO(10, 2) algebra. Let us
discuss them in the next subsections III A and III B, respectively.

A.

Inclusion of Poincaré algebra

One way to define the commutation relations among elfbein is as follows:




ea0 (x), eb0 (y)

ea0 (x), ebm (y)





 a

em (x), ebn (y)

x0 =y0
x0 =y0
x0 =y0

=0
= iCη ab ∂m δ(~x − ~y )
= 0.

This comes from the energy momentum tensor in the tangent space P a :=



P a, P b = 0 .

(42)
R

ea0 (x)d10 x with
(43)

By introducing the ℓ(1) vector representation operator P a , we can extend the SO(10, 1)
group to the eleven dimensional Poincaré group. This is the version we used in Refs. [14, 15]
but it has a disadvantage: The resulting gravity equation deviates from the Einstein equation
in a serious way.

B.

Inclusion of SO(10, 2) algebra

We can correct this problem by assuming rather than the extension to the Poincaré
group but to the Anti-de Sitter group SO(10, 2). This means that the (10, 1) translation
P a is identified with M a,11 in the SO(10, 2) algebra. Then we find that, combining the
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SO(10, 1) spin connection operator ωµab which belongs to the E(11) regular representation
with the “vector” representation operator corresponding to the tetrad field eaµ ∼ ωµa,11 , they
constitute the spin connection of SO(10, 2) algebra. Thus we can again regard the tetrad
as a part of the spin connection, just as in Sec. II. Then our gravity equation becomes the
Anti-de Sitter gravity equation, which was worked out in the SO(3, 2) case by Stelle and
West [19] as shown below.
Incidentally, this may imply that we can go from E(11) to E(12), extending the M-theory
to the F-theory. This should happen because SO(10, 1) is a subgroup of E(11) but SO(10, 2)
is not. The regular representation of E(12) should have the SO(10, 2) transformation M,
which includes both Mab in the E(11) regular representation and Pa in the ℓ(1) representation. Then we can expect that the regular representation of E(11) combined with the ℓ(1)
representation would form the regular representation of E(12).3
For this purpose, all we need to do here is to change the commutation relation (42) as

 a
e0 (x), eb0 (y)
 a

e0 (x), ebm (y)
 a

em (x), ebn (y)

x0 =y0

= −K0ab (x)δ(~x − ~y )

x0 =y0

ab
= −Km
(x)δ(~x − ~y ) + iCδ ab ∂m δ(~x − ~y )

x0 =y0

= 0.

(44)

We now write down explicitly the equations for eaµ , ωµab and Bµabc , following the recipe of the
current algebra described above. We start with the elfbein field/current and obtain
c a
c a
Dµa
eν − Dνa
eµ = 0

(45)

where we define the spin connection
c
Dµa
= δac ∂µ +
3

i c
c
K =: δac ∂µ + ωµa
.
C µa

(46)

This needs to be studied more in detail in future works. In Ref. [15], we regard some operators in the
ℓ(1) representation as the degrees of freedom of M-branes, which correspond to the 2-form and 5-form
central charges Z in the (10, 1) supersymmetry algebra {Q, Q} ∼ P + Z2M + Z5M . In the (10, 2) case,
the supersymmetry algebra is {Q, Q} ∼ Z2F + Z6F + . Some researchers propose that Z2F can be identified
with the SO(10, 2) transformation Mab [20, 21], and our discussion seems also along this approach. The
remaining Z6F + should be a self-dual 6-form central charge describing the degrees of freedom of the brane
expanding in (6 + 2)-dimensional space-time [21], which is closely related to the Z5M above. Therefore, at
least, it is necessary to check whether this Z6F + is also included in the E(12) regular representation.
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We also get the gauge fixing equation which we ignore in order to allow any other fixings:
∂0 ea0 = ∂m eam .

(47)

This conservation equation can be regarded as the gauge condition (Lorentz gauge) for eaµ
which becomes a part of the SO(10, 2) gauge field as shown below.
Next we consider the equation for Kµab which is the same as in Refs. [14, 15]. Using the
definition of ωµab (x) =

i
K ab (x),
C µ

Dµcd,ab ωνab − Dνcd,ab ωµab = −
where Dµcd,ab = η ca η db ∂µ +

1
2

we have


1
1 b[c d]ea
c d
c d
d]ea
e
e
−
e
e
+
η
B
B
−
B
B
(48)
µabe
νabe
µ
ν
ν
µ
ν
µ
C2
2C 2


η bc ωµda − η da ωµbc .

For the matter field Bµabc , we obtain the equation as
[c

[c

Dµd Bνab]d − Dνd Bµab]d = 0

(49)

c
c
where Dµa
= δac ∂µ + ωµa
.

We define the Riemann tensor as in Eq.(31), then the gravity equation is written as
Rcd µν = Dµcd,ab ωνab − Dνcd,ab ωµab


1
1 b[c d]ea
= − 2 ecµ edν − ecν edµ +
η
Bν Bµabe − Bµd]ea Bνabe .
2
C
2C

(50)

If we ignore the “matter part” B, this Eq. (50) becomes identical to the Stelle-West’s maximally symmetric solution [19] derived from their basically non-polynomial Lagrangian for
the case of SO(3, 2). Our case is for the SO(10, 2) and we derived this equation from the
current algebra.
Let us here work backward (compared to Stelle-West [19]) and define the spin connection
for SO(10, 2) in terms of tetrad
ωµa,11 (x) :=

1 a
e (x).
C µ

(51)

Then we have
Dµc,11,ab ωνab

−

Dνc,11,abωµab




1 bc 11,a
11,a bc
ca 11,b
η ωµ − η ωµ ωνab − (µ ↔ ν)
= η η ∂µ +
2
c a
c a
= Dµa
eν − Dνa
eµ = 0
(52)
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c
c
where Dµa
= δac ∂µ + ωµa
. If there is no x11 dependence of eaµ (x), this is consistent with the

following pure (10, 2) gravity (with no vector representations):
Dµcd,ab ωνab − Dνcd,ab ωµab = 0

(53)

where µ, ν = 0, 1, . . . , 11 for the curved space-time and a, b, . . . = 0, 1, . . . , 11 for the local
flat space-time.

C.

“Matter” field/current Bµabc

In the above discussion we can reproduce the pure gravity from the E(11) viewpoint,
but actually, it contains not just spin connection and tetrad but three-form antisymmetric
tensor Bµabc within the gravity multiplet. From the SO(10, 1) viewpoint, this can be treated
as a kind of matter field.
We note that the factor 1/C 2 on the right hand side of Eq. (50) can be completely absorbed
by using ωµa,11 =

1 a
e
C µ

instead of eaµ and by redefinition
new Bµabc :=


1
old Bµabc .
C

(54)

This is expected since ωµab and Bµabc belong to the same regular representation and it is known
that these gauge field equations should have no dimensionful constants in M-theory.
Of course, this does not mean the dimensionful constants disappear from our quantum
theory. In the commutation relations among new B’s, the constant C still appears:
 abc

B0 (x), B0,def (y)

 abc

B0 (x), Bm,def (y)
 abc

Bm (x), Bn,def (y)
IV.

x0 =y0

x0 =y0
x0 =y0

36i [a b c]
δ δ ω δ(~x − ~y )
C [d e 0,f ]
6i a b c
36i [a b c]
δ[d δe ωm,f ] δ(~x − ~y ) + δ[d
δe δf ] ∂m δ(~x − ~y )
=
C
C
= 0.
=

(55)

NEGATIVE COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT FOR COMPACTIFIED SPACE
AND POSITIVE ONE FOR OUR (3,1) SPACE-TIME

We learned above that adding eaµ which belong to the E(11) vector representation ℓ(1)
amounts to enlarging SO(10, 1) to SO(10, 2), and this gives the eleven dimensional Anti-de
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Sitter space with the negative cosmological constant. As we will see, this provides us a clue
to obtain the de Sitter space in lower dimension in our formalism. We start with the current
algebra formalism with the vector representation ℓ(1). The equation of motion (50) can be
rewritten using the new Bµabc and
new eaµ :=

lP
(old eaµ )
C

(56)

as
Rcd µν = Dµcd,ab ωνab − Dνcd,ab ωµab

 1
1
= 2 ecµ edν − ecν edµ + η b[c Bνd]ea Bµabe − Bµd]ea Bνabe
lP
2

(57)

where a, b, . . . = 0, 1, . . . , 10. Both ωµab and Bµabc have the dimension of (length)−1 , and eaµ is
dimensionless.
Let us now compactify the directions a, µ = 4, . . . , 9 and, as in Eq. (51), define
eaµ (x) := Cωµa,11 (x)

(58)

in this compactified space. Note that Eq. (57) guarantees the Anti-de Sitter character of the
compactified space but not the (3, 1) space-time. Then we define the vielbein by
eaµ (x) := φ(x)−1 ωµa,10 (x)

(59)

for a, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3. The point is that φ(x) depends on space-time coordinate x unlike the
case of Stelle-West [19]. If φ(x) is chosen to be constant, since we have a positive metric for
the direction 10, the (3, 1) space-time becomes de Sitter space rather than Anti-de Sitter
space.
From now on, we use the notation such that
• the indices a, b, c, . . . (flat space) and µ, ν, ρ, . . . (curved space) only for the non-compact
space-time (0, 1, 2, 3)
• the indices A, B, C, . . . (flat space) and M, N, L, . . . (curved space) for the compactified
space (4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)
• the indices Γ, ∆, Θ, . . . (flat space) for all the directions in M-theory (0, 1, 2, . . . , 10).
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In this notation, we have
eaµ (x) = φ(x)−1 ωµa,10 (x)
A,11
eA
M (x) = CωM (x)
a
eA
µ (x) = eM (x) = 0

for a, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3
for A, M = 4, 5, . . . , 9
otherwise

(60)

and we define
gµν (x) = ηab eaµ (x)ebν (x) ,

B
gM N (x) = δAB eA
M (x)eN (x) .

(61)

Since the ωµa,10 equation contains the contribution from matter field Bµabc (x), the φ(x) usually
depends on space-time coordinate x. We will discuss this later in this paper.
As a part of the gravity equation (50), we have
c
c
c
c
Rcd µν = ∂µ ωνcd − ∂ν ωµcd − ωµad ωνa
+ ωνad ωµa
− ωµAd ωνA
+ ωνAd ωµA
 1

= φ2 ecµ edν − ecν edµ + η Γ[c Bνd]∆Θ BµΘΓ∆ − Bµd]∆Θ BνΘΓ∆ .
2

(62)

This is the equation for the (3, 1) space-time with positive cosmological constant (or function)
φ2 . We can also write down equations for other components. For example, the curvature
for the compactified space satisfies
aD C
aD C
RCD M N + ωM
ωN a − ωN
ωM a


1 Γ[C  D]∆Θ
D]∆Θ
D
C D
B
B
−
B
η
B
.
= −κ2 eC
e
−
e
e
+
M
ΘΓ∆
N
ΘΓ∆
M N
N M
N
M
2

(63)

This is the equation for the compactified space with negative cosmological constant. The
equation for compactified space tetrad is
A
C
A
C
DM
C eN − DN C eM = 0 .

(64)

The equation for the field φ(x) is obtained from the equation for ωµa,10 (x) by substituting
Eq. (60), and we obtain


1
c
∂µ (φecν ) − ∂ν φecµ − φeaµ ωνa
+ φωµcaeνa = η Γ[c Bν10]∆Θ BµΘΓ∆ − Bµ10]∆Θ BνΘΓ∆ . (65)
2
c
Assuming ∂µ ecν − ∂ν ecµ − eaµ ωνa
+ ωµca eνa = 0, which is needed to ensure the geometric inter-
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pretation explained above, we have

1
(∂µ φ) δνρ − (∂ν φ) δµρ = eρc η Γ[c Bν10]∆Θ BµΘΓ∆ − Bµ10]∆Θ BνΘΓ∆
2

(66)

where Γ, ∆, Θ covers 0 to 9, since the direction 10 gives vanishing contribution. Suppose
φ(x) depends only on time, φ = φ(t), we obtain


1
10]∆Θ
10]∆Θ
(∂0 φ) δjk = ekc η Γ[c Bj
B0ΘΓ∆ − B0
BjΘΓ∆
2

(67)

and


10]∆Θ
10]∆Θ
BiΘΓ∆ − Bi
BjΘΓ∆ = 0
ekc η Γ[c Bj

(68)

where i, j, k, . . . are spatial components (1, 2, 3) in the curved spacetime. Thus the right
hand side of Eq. (67) must be proportional to δjk . The equation for φ will be discussed in
Sec. V and it is crucial in the cosmological application. Equations for the other curvature
components can also be written down easily but we skip them.

A.

Further extension of the definition of φ field

Equation (59) can be applied to all the internal components Â = 4, 5, . . . , 10 not just for
the direction 10, defining the eaµ (x) current “collectively”:
ωµa,Â = φÂ eaµ

(69)

for a, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 and Â = 4, 5, . . . , 10. Then Eq. (62) becomes
R

cd

µν

=

X
Â

φ2Â




 1
ecµ edν − ecν edµ + η Γ[c Bνd]∆Θ BµΘΓ∆ − Bµd]∆Θ BνΘΓ∆ .
2

(70)

We may call this the “vacuum democracy” where all the components contribute equally to
the vacuum energy. Equations (67) and (68) become


1
Â]∆Θ
Â]∆Θ
BjΘΓ∆
(∂0 φÂ ) δjk = ekc η Γ[c Bj
B0ΘΓ∆ − B0
2

(71)
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and


Â]∆Θ
Â]∆Θ
BjΘΓ∆ = 0 .
BiΘΓ∆ − Bi
ekc η Γ[c Bj

(72)

These equations must be solved, combined with the equation for B:
[Θ

[Θ

∂µ BνΘΓ∆ − ∂ν BµΘΓ∆ = ωµΞ BνΓ∆]Ξ − ωνΞ BµΓ∆]Ξ.

B.

(73)

Equivalence principle

Before going to apply the above formulation to cosmology, we discuss how the equivalence principle can be satisfied in our theory. Unlike the general covariance which was
automatically reproduced, the equivalence principle turns out to require some conditions on
the matter field and it is possible that there may be a matter field which potentially violates
the equivalence principle. Our original energy momentum tensor to obtain the equations of
motion is
Θµν

1
=
C



1
A A
ρσ A A
Jµ Jν − ηµν η Jρ Jσ .
2

(74)

The equivalence principle says that this must be equal to the right hand side of the Einstein
equation in the local Lorentz frame. In our case, the Einstein equation can be obtained by
taking the trace of Eq. (50) which reads (omitting the cosmological term and using the old
B, only in this subsection)

1 σ
1
ec edµ η b[c Bνd]ea Bσabe − Bσd]ea Bνabe
Rµν − gµν R =
2
2
2C

1
− 2 gµν eσc eρd η b[c Bρd]ea Bσabe − Bσd]ea Bρabe
4C

(75)

where a, b, . . . and µ, ν, . . . run over 0, 1, . . . , 10 (only in this subsection). This requires that
1
eσ e η b[c
2 2 c dµ
2lP C

 ! V
Bνd]ea Bσabe − Bσd]ea Bνabe = Bµabe Bνabe
C

(76)

where V is the volume of the compactified space. If we assume Babcd := eµa Bµbcd is a totally
antisymmetric tensor, meaning that the product representation eµa ⊗ Bµbcd must belong to
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an irreducible representation of SO(10, 1), then the left hand side of Eq. (76) becomes
1
eσ e η b[c
2 2 c dµ
2lP C


Bνd]ea Bσabe − Bσd]ea Bνabe =

1
2lP2 C 2

Bµabe Bνabe .

(77)

This shows that the equivalence principle is satisfied under the assumption for Babcd with
2lP2 C =

V.

1
.
V

(78)

APPLICATION TO COSMOLOGY

First, we assume that the classical gravity is described by Einstein equation rather than
our quantum equation (57) which leads to the Einstein equation by contracting indices.
Precisely what this means is the following.
We define the classical metric as
gµν = heaµ eνa i =

X
n

hc|eaµ |nihn|eνa |ci

(79)

P
where |ci corresponds to a certain classical state and n |nihn| = 1. The only case we can
P
define the classical eaµ is when n |nihn| can be replaced by |cihc|, and it is not generally
correct. Instead, we can define the classical eaµ by gµν = eaµ eνa when gµν is given by solving

the Einstein equation, but this eaµ would not satisfy our original equation (57). The similar
argument can be done for ωµcd(x).
The Einstein equation can be derived by taking the trace of Eq. (70) and it reads
Rσν = 3

X
Â

φ2Â



1
gσν (x) + eµc edσ η Γ[c Bνd]∆Θ BµΘΓ∆ − Bµd]∆Θ BνΘΓ∆ .
2

(80)

Rµν can be expressed in terms of geometrical variable gµν rather than the spin connection
as explained in Sec. II. Let us solve this equation, combining it with the equations for φÂ
(65) and for Bµade (49).
We now interpret this system of the equations as a classical system and apply it to the
homogeneous and isotropic universe where the energy momentum tensor must take the form
of perfect liquid:
1
Bµ∆ΓΘ Bν∆ΓΘ − gµν B σ∆ΓΘ Bσ∆ΓΘ = pgµν + (p + ρ)Uµ Uν
2

(81)
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where Uµ = (1, 0, 0, 0), gµν = diag.(−1, gij ). Then we obtain
1
ρ = Θ00 = B0∆ΓΘ B0∆ΓΘ + B σ∆ΓΘ Bσ∆ΓΘ
2
1
pgij = Θij = Bi∆ΓΘ Bj∆ΓΘ − gij B σ∆ΓΘ Bσ∆ΓΘ .
2

(82)

Using the equivalence condition Bµ∆ΓΘ = edµ Bd∆ΓΘ , we can rewrite it as
1
pgij = eid B d∆ΓΘ eej Be∆ΓΘ − gij B d∆ΓΘ Bd∆ΓΘ .
2

(83)

Introducing p(1) and p(2) by
B d∆ΓΘ Be∆ΓΘ = p(1) δed + p(2) U d Ue ,

(84)

we obtain
1
ρ = p(1) + p(2) ,
2

1
p = −p(1) + p(2) .
2

(85)

Adding the φÂ term, we have
ρtot = ρ + ρφ ,

ptot = p + pφ ;

ρφ = −pφ = 6

X

φ2Â .

(86)

Â

Then the condition of accelerating universe ρtot + 3ptot < 0 becomes
−6

X
Â

A.

φ2Â − p(1) + p(2) < 0 .

(87)

Simple solution

We now obtain a simple solution which automatically satisfies, 1. perfect fluid condition,
2. accelerating condition (87), 3. Inflation-like property at the initial universe and 4.
presumably similar to quintessence model at the later stage of the universe. We will also
discuss the equivalence principle in the next subsection.
From now on, we assume the directions i, j, · · · = 1, 2, 3 correspond to r, θ, ϕ (polar

coordinates) and eai is diagonal as the homogeneous and isotropic universe requires. In
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Eq. (71), to make the right hand side proportional to δjk , we impose here


eΓk BjÂ∆Θ B0,ΘΓ∆ − B0Â∆Θ Bj,ΘΓ∆ ∝ δjk

eka η ΓÂ Bja∆Θ B0,ΘΓ∆ − B0a∆Θ Bj,ΘΓ∆ ∝ δjk ,

(88)

separately. Then we must have
BjÂ∆Θ B0,ΘΓ∆ − B0Â∆Θ Bj,ΘΓ∆ =: ejΓ FÂ (t)
Bja∆Θ B0,ΘΓ∆ − B0a∆Θ Bj,ΘΓ∆ =: −eaj δΓÂ F̃Â (t)

(89)

for certain functions FÂ (t), F̃Â (t), and Eq. (71) can be solved as
1
φÂ (t) =
4

Z t

FÂ (t) + F̃Â (t) dt + ΩÂ

(90)

t0

where ΩÂ is an integral constant. Note that Eq. (89) with Γ = 0 requires
BjΞ∆Θ B0,Θ0∆ − B0Ξ∆Θ Bj,Θ0∆ = 0 ,

(91)

then we set Bµ0∆Θ = 0. Moreover, in order to obtain a simple solution, we impose the
following ansatz:
BµÂαβ (x) =: ǫαβγ GÂ
µγ (x)
Bµαβγ (x) =: ǫαβγ Hµ (x)

(92)

where α, β, . . . = 1, 2, 3 in the flat space, and all the other components of BµΞ∆Θ = 0. Using
this ansatz, Eq. (89) becomes
Â
ejβ FÂ (t) = BjÂγα B0,αβγ − B0Âγα Bj,αβγ = 2GÂ
jβ H0 − 2G0β Hj
Â
ejβ F̃Â (t) = −Bj,βαγ B0Âαγ + B0,βαγ BjÂαγ = −2GÂ
0β Hj + 2Gjβ H0 .

(93)

We now solve the equation for Bµabc field/current (49):



ab]Â
[d ab]Â
[d ab]e
[d ab]e
B
−
e
B
∂µ Bνabd − ∂ν Bµabd = − ωµe
Bν − ωνe
Bµ
− φÂ e[d
µ ν
ν µ




[d Âb]B̂
[d Âb]B̂
[d Âb]e
Âbd
[d Âb]e
Âbd
,
− eν Bµ
− φB̂ eµ Bν
∂µ Bν − ∂ν Bµ = − ωµe Bν − ωνe Bµ

(94)
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and obtain, assuming BµÂB̂c = 0 for consistency,
Â
β
β
Dµa
GÂ
νβ − Dνa Gµβ = 0 ,

∂µ Hν − ∂µ Hν = 0 ,

(95)

β
β
where Dµa
= δaβ ∂µ + ωµa
. Then we can define

GÂ
µβ (x) =: eµβ (x)GÂ ,

Hµ (x) =: ∂µ H(x) ,

(96)

and Eq. (93) becomes
FÂ (t) = F̃Â (t) = 2GÂ ∂0 H(x) ,

(97)

which tells us that H(x) must be a function of time t, and then the condition (72) is also
automatically satisfied. Finally, we obtain
1
φÂ (t) =
4

Z t
t0


FÂ (t) + F̃Â (t) dt + ΩÂ = GÂ (H(t) − H(t0 )) + ΩÂ .

(98)

In order to determine the time dependence of H(t), or equivalently that of φÂ (t), we need
to use the Einstein equation

X
X
X
1
G2Â eiµ eνi = κΘµν
Rµν − gµν R = −3
G2Â gµν + 2
φ2Â +
2
Â

Â

(99)

Â

with κ = lP2 . This shows that our solution satisfies the perfect fluid condition with the
following density and pressure
3 X 2 X 2 
φÂ +
GÂ
κ
1  X 2 X 2
pgij = Θij = −
GÂ gij .
3
φÂ +
κ
ρ = Θ00 =

(100)

Note that the accelerating condition is also automatically satisfied:
ρ + 3p = −

6X 2
φÂ < 0 .
κ

(101)

G2Â term satisfies p = − 31 ρ and does not contribute to the acP 2
celeration. Coexisting with the
φÂ term which satisfies p = −ρ, this term can be time
The point here is that

P

independent as we now show.
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The Einstein equation for the FriedmannLemaı̂treRobertsonWalker metric (with the curvature k = 0)


∂0 a
a

2

=

κ
ρ,
3

∂0 ρ +

3∂0 a
(ρ + p) = 0
a

(102)

is solved as
"

φ2Â
a = a0 exp − P 2
2 GÂ

and
X

φ2Â

P

#

(103)

 X
2 X
2
= ±
GÂ · t + Ω0 −
G2Â .

(104)

where Ω0 is an integral constant. If this constant is negative for the + sign or is positive for
the − sign, at the early time t ≪ 1, this is the same as the “Chaotic Inflation” [22].4
The most important and interesting aspect of this solution is that we can add arbitrary
constant vacuum energy (plus or minus) to the φ2Â term without the consequence changed.
P 2
When we add arbitrary constant Λ to the
φÂ term in Eq. (100):

X
3 X 2
2
ρ=
φÂ + Λ +
GÂ
κ


X
X
1
2
2
GÂ gij ,
3
φÂ + 3Λ +
pgij = −
κ

(105)

we obtain
X

φ2Â

 X
2 X
2
= ±
GÂ · t + Ω0 −
G2Â − Λ .

Note that we can always choose

P

(106)

G2Â + Λ > 0. Then the inflation factor a starts with

some initial value and ends up to be the maximum value at certain time t =

|Ω |
P 02
G

, which

Â

would be identified as the end of inflation as we discuss later. This behavior is the same as
Eq. (104) especially in that the inflation factor a is independent from Λ, since a shift of Λ
can absorbed in the factor a0 . At later time, only the quantum fluctuation of φÂ and GÂ can
survive till even the current universe, and would be a candidate for the quintessence [29–38].
This issue will be discussed shortly.
4

There are, as is well known, many other versions of inflation models starting from the original proposal
by Refs. [23–26]. They are well summarized in, for example, Refs. [27, 28].
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The constant Λ may arise from supersymmetry breaking, standard model symmetry
breaking, or just from electron-positron vacuum energy. However, they contribute to the
expansion of the universe neither at the initial stage nor at the current stage.

B.

Equivalence principle

Equation (77) becomes

eσc edµ η b[c Bνd]∆Θ BσΘΓ∆ − Bσd]∆Θ BνΘΓ∆ = BµΘΓ∆ BνΘΓ∆ .

(107)

P
The left hand side is calculated to be 12 G2Â eiσ eνi , while the right hand side is given by
P
2 G2Â eiσ eνi + 6δσ0 δν0 (∂0 H)2 . This shows that the equivalence principle is not satisfied by

our solution. However, we don’t regard this as the defect of our theory but something to be
checked experimentally: The field H does not couple to gravity except through φÂ as shown
in Eq. (94), and GÂ
µa couples to gravity violating the equivalence principle by a factor of 6.

C.

History of universe after the inflation-like initial stage

As we saw above the combination of two fields, φÂ which is the conformal field with
ρ + p = 0 and GÂ with ρ + 3p = 0, gives rise to the inflation-like behavior at the initial stage
of the universe. The field GÂ is a component of the three-form antisymmetric tensor Bµabc
which appears in the M-theory formulated as E(11) current-current theory [14, 15]. Due
to the coexistence of these two fields, the usual ρ ∼ t−3(1+w) (w = p/ρ) rule does not work
and the equation of motion gives constant GÂ and the continuity equation gives ρφ to be
quadratic in time.
At the end of inflation,

P

φ2Â takes the minimum value and its time derivative vanishes.

GÂ stays constant but it cannot stay by itself to satisfy the continuity equation. The
reheating process would produce ordinary particles, and φÂ with constant GÂ would coexist
with these ordinary particles. What are the ordinary particles? We customarily think of
dark matter candidate, radiation and nuclei.
Then the question we want to raise here is: Do we really need dark matter? Or rather,
what is the dark matter?
Here we want to exploit the possibility that GÂ itself plays the role of dark matter. This
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possibility is implied by comparing the usual dark matter which has p = 0 and GÂ with
w = p/ρ = −1/3. The quintessence is usually defined to be an object which has w with
−1 < w < 0, and so one might think of regarding GÂ with w = −1/3 as a candidate for the
quintessence. Actually GÂ can behave like the quintessence, however, interestingly, it can
also play the role of dark matter as we show below.
When the inflation is terminated and reheating is starting, the universe may be described
by two components, constant GÂ and ordinary relativistic particles with p = 13 ρ (since we
naively expect that φÂ keeps taking its minimum value after the inflation). We assume the
ordinary particle density and pressure are given by
ρ=

3
ξ,
κ

p=

1
ξ,
κ

ξ>0

(108)

where ξ is generally time dependent.
Then Einstein equation (102) takes the form:


∂0 a
a

2

=ξ+

X

G2Â

,


X
3∂0 a 
2
4ξ + 2
GÂ = 0 ,
3∂0 ξ +
a

(109)

and its solution is
a∼
where G2 :=

P

Â



1X 2
ξ+
GÂ
2

− 41

=



√
2
2
2G2 · t)
sinh
(
G2

 14

,

(110)

G2Â . This is a very slow expansion compared to fast decrease in the particle

density. Usually what is required for the expansion at this stage is to have a slow expansion
to get ample time for the inhomogeneity created by the quantum fluctuation to develop
enough. We have successfully a very slow expansion here, but maybe too slow.
If we needs a faster expansion, we may add a portion of φÂ as
ρφ =

3X 2
φÂ =: αρ ,
κ

pφ = −αρ ,

(111)

which means that a certain amount of the leftover φÂ remains in the reheating stage. Then
the equation becomes


∂0 a
a

2

= (1 + α)ξ +

X

G2Â ,

3(1 + α)∂0 ξ +

X 
3∂0 a 
4ξ + 2
G2Â = 0 ,
a

(112)
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and its solution is
− 1+α

4
1X 2
a∼ ξ+
GÂ
=
2

2(1 + α)
sinh2 (
(1 − α)G2

p

2(1 − α)G2
· t)
1+α

! 1+α
4

.

(113)

Depending on the value of α, we may have an appropriate expansion speed of the universe
with the limitation that the clustering can develop enough.
The role of clustering which is usually attributed to the dark matter is played by GÂ
here. It has w = p/ρ = −1/3. Since it has 6 times stronger gravitational force implied
by the equivalence principle (Sec. V B) and the negative pressure, it is very susceptible to
gravitational collapse and is likely to exist in the form of black hole. All the clusterings, stars,
galaxies and superstructures could contain the GÂ black holes in their center. Of course, it
is possible that the WIMP dark matter forms a black hole with much smaller mass than the
Chandrasekar or Oppenheimer-Volkov mass limit because of its small pressure, but in this
case, a part of the dark matter would take the form of free particle and may be found by
some method of dark matter search. In our case, since GÂ exists only in the form of black
hole and a tiny mass black hole is possible, any particle-like dark matter search would fail.

D.

Current Universe

We have been discussing the early universe so far within our theoretical framework. Let
us now discuss the current universe.
After the density of the ordinary particles become small (more precisely, smaller than the
φÂ density which is a leftover from the inflational stage due to the quantum fluctuation),
the field φÂ together with GÂ again takes over the ordinary particle density. This GÂ is in
fact a peculiar object which satisfies ρ + 3p = 0, and would be a replacing dark matter.
Suppose the current universe is mostly made up of φÂ with density ρ and GÂ with
density α′ ρ. Then the total density is (1 + α′ )ρ and the total negative pressure is (1 +
α′
)ρ.
3

Experimentally, we know that (total density)/(total negative pressure) ∼ 1.5, then

we obtain α′ ∼ 1. This means that about half of the cosmic density comes from GÂ with
negative pressure and violating the equivalence principle; the other half comes from φÂ . In
this way, the combination of φÂ and GÂ would play the role of quintessence in our current
universe.
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Several points have to be clarified to validate our assertions:
1. We are asserting that the combination of the two fields (currents) gives something
similar to the chaotic inflation model. The two fields are specific components of the
three-form tensor Bµabc which belongs to the same multiplet as gravity in E(11) group.
One field φÂ has ρ + p = 0 just as the inflaton and behave as it. The other field GÂ
has negative pressure with ρ + 3p = 0, which is playing the role of dark matter in
the matter dominant universe. In the current universe, both fields play the role of
quintessence.
2. This result shows a very different picture of the universe from the regular inflation
model: We do not need dark matter in the universe but it is replaced by the field GÂ
with negative pressure with ρ+3p = 0. The dark matter’s role is to provide a sufficient
clustering at the matter dominant stage. GÂ would be able to play this role, since it
has 6 times larger attractive force than the regular matter with equivalence principle
and it has negative pressure unlike the ordinary dark matter (massive weak interacting
matter) with vanishing pressure. Since GÂ has only gravitational interaction, the most
likely form of its existence is a black hole or a heavy object like neutron star, when
it coexists with ordinary particles. The ordinary neutron star has the mass range of
1.2 − 1.8 solar mass, and a much lighter pulsar could also account for a star with our
GÂ at its center. This speculation must be substantiated by actual calculations and
experiments. As we mentioned at the end of Sec. V C, finding no particle-like dark
matter but the black hole dark matter would be the first evidence of our approach.

VI.

DISCUSSION OF OUR RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have demonstrated that quantum gravity can be formulated using the current algebra
scheme. Gauge principle is the basic principle: neither general covariance nor equivalence
principle are used to formulate the gravity, but the former is automatically and the latter
can be satisfied under certain conditions. This leaves a room for some matter to violate the
equivalence principle, although we have no such experimental or observational candidate at
this time. Actually, we presented here that what we usually call dark matter is a candidate
to violate the equivalence principle.
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The only basic gauge field for the gravity is the spin connection. The tetrad can be
defined from this field using the Stelle-West ansatz [19], and then all the other geometric
objects like gµν , Γνµλ and Rλ σµν are defined in terms of the spin connection gauge field. Our
gravity equation is for all the components of Rλ σµν and not just for the Rµν as in Einstein
equation. The latter can be obtained by taking the trace of the former equation. The
adoption and the extension of the Stelle-West ansatz make it possible to have a negative
cosmological constant for the compactified space and a positive one for our (3, 1) space-time.
We have applied the current algebra formalism to the SO(N, 1) and SO(N − 1, 2) gauge
groups, but the most interesting result is obtained when we apply this formalism to E(11)
Kac-Moody algebra. Gravity multiplet contains not just the spin connection ωµab but the
antisymmetric three-form tensor Bµabc from the viewpoint of SO(10, 1) subgroup of E(11).
This Bµabc field can be regarded as a matter field from the SO(10, 1) viewpoint. In fact, the
corresponding three-form antisymmetric tensor Cµνρ is the only bosonic field in low energy
eleven dimensional supergravity Lagrangian.
Since E(8) is a subgroup of E(11), our theory is E(8) invariant as in the usual formulation
of M-theory [39]. The E(8) current algebra using only its regular representation is supposed
to cover the entire hadrons and leptons. Its relation to gravitational multiplet considered in
our study (ωµab , eaµ , Bµabc and ψµ ) must be worked out. This is left for the future work.
The classical limit of our formalism was applied to cosmology with the time-dependent
factor φÂ (Â = 4, 5, . . . , 10) which appears in the Stelle-West ansatz [19] and the field Bµabc .
Then the inflationary expansion of the universe emerges as a simple solution. The φÂ field
(together with some components of Bµabc ) plays the role of “inflaton” and its time dependence
is determined by energy-momentum conservation law which is a part of Einstein equation.
BµÂab (µ, a, b = 0, 1, 2, 3) becomes a time independent perfect fluid with p = − 13 ρ. Its density
is constant due to its coexistence with φÂ , as our solution shows. The time dependence
of φÂ gives exactly the same behavior as the inflating universe in the “chaotic inflation
model” [22], although the principle, the ingredient and the derivation are quite different.
Moreover, we used the φÂ field and the BµÂab components as a candidate for “quintessence”
[29–38] which is to explain the accelerating universe at the present time. These fields also
explain the behavior of the matter dominant universe as well as the current universe: Especially the BµÂab components behave like the dark matter, and they are susceptible to
gravitationally collapse and to form a black hole. Then it would be related to the primordial
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black hole as the candidate of dark matter [40].5 We would like to clarify this relation in
future works.
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